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     Education Programs for  2012 

          ( Goals and Tasks )    

--- Creation of Distinctive Education at Chiba Keiai High School --- 

Philosophy of Education at Chiba Keiai Gakuen】 

 The spirit of foundation,‘Keiten Aijin’ is the ultimate goal at our school. The teachers, 

with this spirit in mind, devote themselves entirely to daily education, while keeping in 

mind the points below. 

 

1. The teachers believe in the natural ability and possibility possessed by each student 

and educate them with a sense of respect and dedication for them. 

   The most important points of our education are to lead each student to notice their 

own possibilities and strength and to push on toward confidence and independence.   

 

2. With regards to students’ studies and life guidance, the teachers put an emphasis on 

developing each student’s unique and creative talents. We carry out academic and 

career counseling so that each student can attain their various hopes for the future.  

 

3. The teachers will adapt to social change and educational requirements in modern 

society. As well, they will strive to create a distinctive modern education. 

 

4. As our school is a public educational institution, we need to develop compassionate 

students who respect the truth and moral principle, and who can contribute to a 

peaceful society in order to meet the expectations of that society.  

 

We aim to make our school the symbol of private  

school education in Chiba prefecture! 

The target for our teachers  = Team work・Net work・Foot work =   
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※ Coping with Social Needs ( Domestic Society ) 

   

① Modern society affords us the freedom to persue our education and 

interests as we see fit. We can choose what, how and even when to study 

according to our personalities and tastes. To help us do so, we have many 

choices from various educational institutes that range from a high school 

that works on a credit system, a correspondence high school, a part-time 

high school with morning, afternoon, and evening lessons as well as a 

full-time high school. Addition to these choices, we can have a chance to 

enter university by taking an examination for qualification to take 

university entrance exams, or we can learn by attending two schools 

simultaneously. We can learn at the open university on TV, too.  

② Our school is expected to be accessible to the general public and trusted 

by parents. Because of this, we have all the teachers in one united body 

and we improve our instructors’ teaching abilities. 

③ We voluntarily check and evaluate our educational activities and other 

management conditions of the school and make them accessible to the 

parents and people outside the school as needed.  

※  Management plan to be instituted     

（１）To proceed embodying and practicing the philosophy of our founding  

spirit.   

（２）To keep precious traditions alive and to carry out a distinctive 

management of the school which can adjust rapidly to changes in 

society.   

（３） To establish a useful curriculum for our school where we create 

students who are both good at academics and sports. As well, we  

must devote ourselves to the study and practice of educational 

planning which is suitable for our current students. 

（４）To integrate a division of duties and educational activities in order to 

promote harmonious management. 

（５）To maintain proper management and utilization of our school’s 

facilities. and focused improvement of these facilities at our school. 
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（６）To establish a cooperative framework for educational activities 



       with the PTA, the alumni association, and the supporters’ 

association, and to make our school accessible to the current students’ 

and prospective students’ families and the local community. 

（７）To reduce costs and establisha responsible fiscal situation. 

※  Fundamental Educational Plan at Our School 

（１）We breathe life into the “ Founder’s Principles”. 

      Internationalization and globalization will make steady progress in 

the 21st century, when those who are unique and full of imagination 

are appreciated. So, we have to establish an educational system 

which aims at growing spiritually rich students who are thoughtful 

for others, based upon “Keiten Aijin” With the emphasis on our 

cooperation with Keiai University, we have to devise a new 

curriculum with which flexible education can be carried out and 

students who can contribute to society can be developed.In order to 

do so, our school as a private educational institute, sets our founder’s 

principles, “Keiten Aijin” at the center of our education system.  

   ① All the teachers cultivate the students’ minds to realize the ideal 

daily through SHR, LHR, lessons, club activities and so on. 

      ② Lectures about this ideal are given to all the students at entrance 

ceremonies, graduation ceremonies, school assemblies and so on. 

      ③ Integrated studies are used for continuous instruction in this 

ideal. 

      ④ The course of Keiten Aijin is offered. 

 

        From the Founder, Masaji, Nagatoro 

      

 “A mentor’s respect and nurture for their pupils ”= our students possess 

great spirits. We must respect and nurture them from the bottom 

of our hearts. 

“Keiai Dokuhon”= we expect, and insist that our school must be the best at 

respecting and nurturing the characters and spirits of our 

students. 

 We aim at educating boys and girls to be sound students both 

physically and spiritually, equipped with intellect and virtue     
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  “Goals of the Education” at Chiba Keiai Senior High School 

  

① An education in which people are raised to have the spirit of 

“Keiten Aijin” which is accepted all over the world 

= We raise such people as can respect the main way of heaven, 

earth, and nature, and love people with the heart to love 

themselves. = (introspection) 

② An education in which people are raised to have the self-education 

ability to open up a new path of life 

= We raise such people as can voluntarily adjust themselves to 

the upheaval society and open up a new path to the future. = 

(autonomy) 

③  An education in which people are raised to have fertile 

personality 

= We raise such people as can be useful for the society with their 

own personalities and abilities cultivated. = 

(self-understanding) 

④  An education in which people are raised to have a good sense of  

internationality 

= We raise such people as can be internationally minded persons 

who contribute to mutual understanding of the cultures and 

traditions of others as well as of their own. = ( international 

understanding ) 

⑤  An education in which people are raised to have extremely 

strong mind and body 

= We raise such people as can survive various difficulties by 

training the body and mind through subjects, extra-curricular 

activities, club activities and so on. = ( health ) 
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2012  Our Expectation of You ! 

 

The Realization of Your Dream = ３Ks 

 

 

                         Health (Kenko) 

                  (mind and body)   

     Gratitude( Kansha )      Impression ( Kando ) 

    (the people around you)           ( teachers and students )   

 

・・ Our Ideal School ( Only one ) ・・ 

     

・To establish a school where the teachers and students cooperate on any  

school activities with a smile.  

・To establish a school where the teachers and students are tied with trust  

and esteem and love, and they acknowledge each other's existence and  

actions  

・To establish a comfortable school where the bonds of friendship and 

 discipline are well kept. 

・To establish a school which provides an excellent educational  

environment and is really suitable for studying. 

   ・To establish a school where all the staff endeavor to have training daily  

 and keep a strong inquiring mind.  

・To establish a school which is trusted by the local by reinforcement of  

cooperation with the students’ families and the local people. 

 

     The ideal student image    = students full of confidence and pride 

(school spirit ) 

  （In Chiba prefecture the best school whose students never fail to 

greet ） 

①  To grow students who are polite ( enforcement of greetings ), 

considerate ( introspection ・sincerity ) 
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Bullying is never to be done, allowed, or unheeded. 

②  To grow students who are responsible for their actions ( autonomy ・

creativity ) 

           Rules and manners are to be kept well. (strict observance of the 

rules and punctuality ) 

③ To grow students who pay attention to their safety and health of mind 

and body, and improve their physical strength. ( health ) 

        Keeping early hours makes breakfast delicious. (singing the school 

song in a loud voice ) 

④ To grow students who master basic academic skills and independently 

learn ( home learning・autonomy )  

        Home learning habit must be got into. ( the enforcement of home 

learning) 

⑤ To grow students who don’t mind giving service or doing work ( work・

responsibility・gratitude ) 

        The students are to cooperate with each other in beautifying the 

inside and outside of the school. ( the reinforcement of cleaning the 

classrooms )  


